Proven Sleeping Comfort for Universal Demands
Resting comfort plays a decisive role when it comes to getting a good night’s sleep. The mattress core is the heart of every mattress, and the right choice of material can decisively influence sleep.

StandardPUR is a high-quality standard comfort foam. It is part of the polyether foam product group from the first generation and is characterized by its versatile areas of application and its reliability. Its development and production more than 60 years ago was the start of a series of new, innovative, and varied comfort and premium foams.

FoamPartner was one of the first manufacturers to produce StandardPUR foam and use it for sleep-related products. Over the years, the standard comfort foam from FoamPartner was constantly developed and today remains in high demand in many application areas. Its solid qualities fulfill universal comfort requirements and make it a great all-round talent.

StandardPUR comfort foam is very solid thanks to its lasting material stability. StandardPUR foams are a good choice to fulfill conventional comfort requirements. They are hard-wearing, stable and comfortable. With excellent durability, good climate regulation and reliability over many years, they offer good resting comfort and good value for money.

Proven Durability
StandardPUR comfort foam is very sturdy thanks to its lasting material stability. It offers consistently high resting comfort for many years.

Good Climate Regulation
The breathable StandardPUR foam stands out thanks to its good climate regulation. High air permeability and good moisture wicking are guaranteed by its homogeneous and open-cell pore structure. For a pleasant sleeping climate, night after night.

Very Reliable and Robust
StandardPUR foams are very reliable and robust thanks to the properties of the PUR polyether-based material. They thus help actively support high resting comfort and proven durability.
Real Values
StandardPUR from foam pioneer FoamPartner is a comfort foam with real values. The proven material stability, good climate regulation, and high reliability and durability make it a versatile all-round foam. It features impressive classic comfort for a refreshing and relaxing sleep.

Advantages
- Very reliable and robust thanks to proven material properties
- Proven durability due to lasting material stability
- Good climate regulation thanks to open-cell pore structure

Areas of Application
- Mattress cores
- Pillow cores
- Toppers
- Upholstery and furniture material
The FoamPartner Group at a Glance

FoamPartner is a global market leader in the area of polyurethane foam technology for industrial applications and for mattress and pillow manufacturers. The FoamPartner Group develops, manufactures, processes, and markets high-quality polyurethane foams. Are you looking for individual foam solutions for exceptional sleeping or seating comfort? Or would you like to set yourself apart from the competition with a special design? With our comprehensive all-in-one service, we can help you turn your creative ideas into a reality – from the initial stages all the way to marketing story and logistic concepts.

Global Network – Always Nearby for Our Customers
With 14 sites in the business regions Europe, Asia-Pacific and Americas, the FoamPartner Group is at home all over the world and is also easy for international customers to reach.

Global Business Unit Living & Care – Modern Foam Solutions for Comfortable and Mobile Sleeping
The GBU Living & Care develops, designs, manufactures, and processes intelligent, innovative, and personalized system solutions for exceptional comfort and highest ergonomics. Our portfolio contains various high-quality premium comfort foams and tailor-made core constructions perfect for any product you have in mind. Different grades of hardness and densities can be combined for a wide variety of applications. We also offer special foams for caravans and mobile homes as well as for the health-care industry.